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in the upcoming update, you will be able to customize your paddles through a
new crafting system. in the game, you get to craft paddles from "odd bits"

that are purchased from the peddler for 5 gold and 1 crafting. you can
combine these bits into various sizes and colors of paddles. when you buy a
paddle, it will cost 200 gold. the paddle will have a random "character" on it
and a "frame" that it will be built on. you can't change these pieces, but you
can edit the "weight" of each part. weight is determined by the number of
"odd bits" and the size of the frame. paddles also have a "strength" rating,

which is determined by the number of "odd bits" in the paddle. paddles can be
combined using a "blend" potion or sold to a peddler for 200 gold.

achievement - 1200 points: find the chestnut's chest. this achievement is
particularly difficult, as it requires you to find the famous chestnut-colored

chestnut of snak's gra-bura, who resides outside the imperial city. achieving
this will unlock the golden rank. the table "dreams" is one of the first ever

pinball tables developed by spidersoft. it is also one of the most famous, and
is the second pinball table featured on a cover of a gaming magazine, the first

being the "platinum" table in pinball 2. the table is also one of the most
popular tables in the xbox live arcade version of the game. the dreams table

was originally released on pinball dreams and pinball dreams ii in 1999. it was
ported to the pc in 2002, and was released as part of the pinball gold pack

compilation. the table features a variety of special effects, including lightning,
falling stars, and that star trek effect that makes things warp. the table also

has a variety of "dreams" that activate during gameplay, including a unicorn,
a dragon, and some karate kids. the table is one of the few to feature a

dragon on the playfield.
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the digi-logic st. andrews pinball machine is designed by daryl hooper with the
help of some of the top pinball designers in the country. the game features
4-player simultaneous play with each player being on a separate team. st.

andrews is one of the first pinball games to feature the system called
"magnetic play." this allows players to be able to move their playfield ball with

a magnet by touching it to the playfield. it also features an automatic ball
return mechanism that is sure to please any pinball fan. this collection of

pinball games is made up of several different games that were released over
the course of 2005. the first game, pinball fantasies, is a good first step into

pinball, as it's easy to get into, but offers a lot of variety. it's very easy to see
what each ball will do before it reaches the bumper, and the game is pretty

easy to pick up and play. there are also a few bonus features, such as a
wolfman, a machine that will make your ball explode if you land on it. it's not a

high score, but it's pretty easy to get a high score. the second game in the
collection, pinball unleashed, is the first pinball game to feature the "magnetic

play." this means that players can use the magnets in the playfield to their
advantage, as the magnets allow players to move their playfield ball in any

direction without having to go through the normal rules of gravity. the game is
much more fast-paced than the first game, and it has a good variety of ramps,
rails, and bumpers, allowing a lot of different types of shots. the third game,
pinball pursuit, is one of the most entertaining games you can get for your
xbox 360. it is fast, fun, and extremely challenging, with a good variety of

ramps, rails, and bumpers. the game also has very good music, and is very
well-produced. this is the first game in the collection that uses the "magnetic
play" feature, and also introduces the "wild shot." this means that the player
can use a magnet to shoot a ball into a very long ramp, or into the wall of the
playfield. this is a very, very fun feature, as it allows for a whole new type of

shot. another interesting feature is that this game has "never" mode, which is
similar to free play mode. in this mode, there is no time limit, and no player

limit. this is a great way to practice a certain shot, since no one else can
interfere. 5ec8ef588b
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